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comes a new contemporary novel about one girl’s journey to find her
voice and let love in. “A delicious bonbon of a love story.”—New York
Times bestselling and award-winning author Nancy Werlin Jacaranda
Abbott has always tried to keep her mouth shut. As a foster kid, she’s
learned the hard way that the less she talks about her mother and why
she’s in jail, the better. But when a video of Jacaranda singing goes viral,
a mysterious benefactor offers her a life-changing opportunity—a
scholarship to a prestigious boarding school for performing arts. Eager
to start over somewhere new, Jacaranda leaps at the chance, and she
pours her heart out in emails to the benefactor she’s never met.
Suddenly she’s swept up into a world of privilege where the competition
is fierce and the talent is next level. As Jacaranda—Jackie to her new
friends—tries to find her place, a charming boy from this world of wealth
catches her eye. She begins to fall for him, but can he accept her for who
she really is?
A Magical Alex Flinn 3-Book Collection
- Alex Flinn 2014-10-28
Alex Flinn, New York Times #1 bestseller, is back with more magical
modernized fairy tales! These three present-day takes on classic stories
appear in one collection for the first time. Cloaked: Johnny spends his
days relaxing in South Beach—until the visiting Princess Victoriana sends
him on a quest to find a frog prince in the Florida Keys. This mashup of
twisted fairy tales will keep readers hopping! Kiss in Time: Princess
Talia, whose family rules a tiny European kingdom in the 1700s, has
been warned to keep away from spindles. Jack, who's touring modern
Europe on an educational trip, has been ordered to stay with his group.
But teens aren't good listeners—and now they're going to have to find
their way together. Kiss in Time is a Junior Library Guild Selection.
Towering: While Rachel has been imprisoned in a tower by "Mama" for
years, Wyatt's mother just shipped him off to live with a family
acquaintance. Isolated as they are, what could they learn from the
journal of a girl who's been missing for seventeen years?
Diva - Alex Flinn 2012-03-13
In Diva, the companion to Alex Flinn’s YA novel Breathing Under Water,
Caitlin is dealing with a lot. She’s living through the aftermath of an
abusive relationship, she has a youth-obsessed mother who just doesn’t
understand her, and she’s on a constant yo-yo diet to live up the
standards of her nitpicking friends. All Caitlin wants is to escape her notso-glamorous life and pursue her dream of becoming a singer, but when
she’s accepted into the Miami High School of the Arts, her life doesn’t
magically become perfect. Yet despite some struggles to keep up with
her competitive classmates and the distraction of cute new crush, Caitlin
never loses her sense of humor and eventually gains the confidence to
achieve her goals. Perfect for fans of such books as Carolyn Mackler’s
The Earth, My Butt, and Other Big Round Things.
Beheld - Alex Flinn 2017-01-10
#1 New York Times bestselling author Alex Flinn is back with magical
twists on four fairy-tale favorites, each featuring a little help from
Kendra, the witch from Beastly, as she searches through cities and
centuries for her lost love. Featuring retellings of favorite fairy tales such
as "Little Red Riding Hood," "Rumpelstiltskin," "East of the Sun and West
of the Moon," and "The Ugly Duckling," Kendra’s adventures in Beheld
are filled with fresh fairy-tale fun from beginning to end. Since she first
beheld James over three hundred years ago, Kendra has tangled with
witch hunters and wolves, helped a miller’s daughter spin straw into
gold, cowered in London as German bombs fell, and lived through who
knows how many shipwrecks. But her powers have limits, and
immortality can be lonely. Kendra isn’t ready to stop searching for the
warlock she met centuries ago. With the help of her magic mirror,
Kendra will travel the world to reconnect with her lost love—and, of

Technological Innovation - Marie C. Thursby 2016-08-23
This is the 2nd edition of Technological Innovation. Profiting from
technological innovation requires scientific and engineering expertise,
and an understanding of how business and legal factors facilitate
commercialization. This volume presents a multidisciplinary view of
issues in technology commercialization and entrepreneurship.
Rikers High - Paul Volponi 2010-02-04
An unflinching story about justice, courage, and the life of one young
man behind bars. It started out as an innocent day for Martin, but it
quickly turned into his worst nightmare--arrested for something he didn't
even mean to do. And five months later, he is still locked up in jail on
infamous Rikers Island. Just when things couldn't get worse, Martin gets
caught in a fight between two prisoners, and his face is slashed. He's
scarred forever, but one good thing comes from the attack: Martin is
transferred to a part of Rikers where inmates must attend high school.
When he meets his caring and understanding teacher, will Martin open
up and learn from his situation? Or will he be consumed by prison and
getting revenge on his attackers? "Volponi, who taught on Rikers Island
for six years, writes with an authenticity that will make readers feel
Martin's fear."--Publishers Weekly "Volponi . . . brings to life a believable
range of teachers, COs, and inmates and portrays power, hierarchies,
and race relations both outside and inside the jail walls with unflinching
realism."--School Library Journal "With down-to-earth language based on
his own experiences . . . Volponi captures the reader."--VOYA
The Burning Men - Will Shindler 2020-02-06
'AN UNMISSABLE DEBUT' Sunday Express Magazine 'A GRIPPING
DEBUT (...) YOU WON'T WANT IT TO END' Heat THE FIRST IN A
PHENOMENAL NEW SERIES FEATURING DI ALEX FINN AND DC
MATTIE PAULSEN. Perfect for fans of Mark Billingham, Peter James and
Peter Robinson. When a development in South London catches fire midconstruction, a close-knit team of fire fighters runs in to save a man
spotted at the window. They come out without a body. They quit the
service. They plan never to speak to each other again. Five years later
one of them is set alight at his own wedding. Soon after, a second is
found, nothing but a smoking corpse. It appears that someone knows
what they did that night. What they chose over their duty. And there are
still three men left to burn . . . DI Alex Finn and his new partner DC
Mattie Paulsen are an unlikely pairing, but they need to discover who is
behind these killings before the next man faces the fire. This is first in
Will Shindler's Finn and Paulsen series - a British detective series that
ranks with Mark Billingham, M.J. Arlidge, Stuart MacBride. ***Order the
second novel in the Finn and Paulsen series, THE KILLING CHOICE,
now!*** REAL READERS ARE LOVING THE BURNING MEN RATED 4.5
STARS ON NETGALLEY 'Well-constructed and cleverly penned, this is
one that starts strongly, continues powerfully and ends with a very
satisfying bang. It's about consequences, consciences and morals
intertwined with some gruesome scenes and a thumping good ride' 'A
real page turner. I loved this book . . . There must be more of these two,
they are fascinating. More please, equally well thought out, equally well
written . . . please. SOON!' 'If, like me, you are the kind of reader who
likes to be in on the ground floor of a brand-new series, then get The
Burning Men on your pre-order to be read lists because this is one of
those times . . .' 'This is a great read about greed and treachery. An
engaging, exciting read which I read in one sitting. Lots of red herrings,
twists and turns' 'I absolutely loved it, it drew me in from the first page
and didn't let go until the end. I cannot wait to read the next book by this
author'
Love, Jacaranda - Alex Flinn 2020-07-07
From the #1 New York Times bestselling author of Beastly, Alex Flinn,
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course, she can’t help but play a hand in a few more stories along the
way.
Diva - Carol Kane 1991-07
Maeve Deveraux comes a long way from a political prison in South Africa
to the world's stages as a celebrated opera star, experiencing stormy
relationships with the rich and famous
Bewitching - Alex Flinn 2013-04-16
Bewitching can be a beast. . . . Once, I put a curse on a beastly and
arrogant high school boy. That one turned out alright. Others didn't. I go
to a new school now—one where no one knows that I should have
graduated long ago. I'm not still here because I'm stupid; I just don't age.
You see, I'm immortal. And I pretty much know every-thing after
hundreds of years—except for when to take my powers and butt out. I
want to help, but things just go awry in ways I could never predict. Like
when I tried to free some children from a gingerbread house and ended
up being hanged. After I came back from the dead (immortal,
remember?), I tried to play matchmaker for a French prince and ended
up banished from France forever. And that little mermaid I found in the
Titanic lifeboat? I don't even want to think about it. Now a girl named
Emma needs me. I probably shouldn't get involved, but her gorgeous
stepsister is conniving to the core. I think I have just the thing to fix that
girl—and it isn't an enchanted pumpkin. Although you never know what
will happen when I start . . . Bewitching
The Earth, My Butt, and Other Big Round Things - Carolyn Mackler
2018-04-03
A Michael L. Printz Honor Book * An ALA Best Book for Young Adults * A
YALSA Teens' Top Ten Book * An NYPL Book for the Teen Age Carolyn
Mackler's Printz Honor book--starring the unforgettably funny, bodyconscious Virginia Shreves--returns in this 15th anniversary edition
featuring text updates and never-before-seen material from the author.
Fifteen-year-old Virginia feels like a plus-sized black sheep in her family,
especially next to her perfect big brother Byron. Not to mention her best
friend has moved, leaving Virginia to navigate an awkward relationship
with a boy alone. He might like her now . . . but she has her doubts about
how he'll react if he ever looks under all her layers of clothes. In order to
survive, Virginia decides to follow a “Fat Girl Code of Conduct,” which
works, until the unthinkable causes her family's façade to crumble. As
her world spins out of orbit, she realizes that being true to herself might
be the only way back. Told in a perfect blend of humor and heart, this
acclaimed Printz Honor winner resonates as much today as it did when it
first published, and now features a new author foreword, text updates,
and other bonus content.
The Devil In The White City
- Erik Larson 2010-09-30
'An irresistible page-turner that reads like the most compelling, sleep
defying fiction' TIME OUT One was an architect. The other a serial killer.
This is the incredible story of these two men and their realization of the
Chicago World's Fair of 1893, and its amazing 'White City'; one of the
wonders of the world. The architect was Daniel H. Burnham, the driving
force behind the White City, the massive, visionary landscape of white
buildings set in a wonderland of canals and gardens. The killer was H. H.
Holmes, a handsome doctor with striking blue eyes. He used the
attraction of the great fair - and his own devilish charms - to lure scores
of young women to their deaths. While Burnham overcame politics,
infighting, personality clashes and Chicago's infamous weather to
transform the swamps of Jackson Park into the greatest show on Earth,
Holmes built his own edifice just west of the fairground. He called it the
World's Fair Hotel. In reality it was a torture palace, a gas chamber, a
crematorium. These two disparate but driven men are brought to life in
this mesmerizing, murderous tale of the legendary Fair that transformed
America and set it on course for the twentieth century . . .
Raven - Allison van Diepen 2013-04-23
From the author of Street Pharm and Snitch comes an acclaimed urban
fantasy that tests the limits of love and immortality. Zin dances with fire
in every step, speaks with a honey-sweet voice, and sees with eyes that
can peer into your soul. Nicole’s friendship with him is the only thing
that saves her from the boredom of school and the turmoil of her family
life. It’s no wonder why Nicole is madly in love with him. But she can’t
understand why he keeps her at a distance, even though she can feel his
soul reaching out for hers. Zin is like no man Nicole has ever met, and he
carries with him a very old secret. When Nicole uncovers the truth, her
love may be the only thing that can save him from it…
The Matrix of Visual Culture - Patricia Pisters 2003
This book explores Gilles Deleuze's contribution to film theory. According
to Deleuze, we have come to live in a universe that could be described as
metacinematic. His conception of images implies a new kind of camera

consciousness, one that determines our perceptions and sense of selves:
aspects of our subjectivities are formed in, for instance, action-images,
affection-images and time-images. We live in a matrix of visual culture
that is always moving and changing. Each image is always connected to
an assemblage of affects and forces. This book presents a model, as well
as many concrete examples, of how to work with Deleuze in film theory.
It asks questions about the universe as metacinema, subjectivity,
violence, feminism, monstrosity, and music. Among the contemporary
films it discusses within a Deleuzian framework are Strange Days, Fight
Club, and Dancer in the Dark.
Response - Paul Volponi 2009
When an African American high school student is beaten with a baseball
bat in a white neighborhood, three boys are charged with a hate crime.
Four Beastly Kendra Chronicles Collection
- Alex Flinn 2015-09-15
A hapless witch, a bad boy turned beast, a beautiful girl and her wicked
stepmother…what more could you want in these four modernized fairy
tales, in one collection for the first time, by #1 New York Times
bestselling author Alex Flinn. Beastly: Kyle was the cutest guy at
school—and the most heartless. Kendra's spell turned him into a beast,
but can Lindy's love turn him back into a boy? After winning a VOYA
Editor's Choice award and spending over 22 weeks on the New York
Times bestseller list, Beastly, a retelling of Beauty and the Beast, became
a major feature film starring Vanessa Hudgens, Alex Pettyfer, Mary Kate
Olsen, and Neil Patrick Harris. Beastly: Lindy's Diary: This novella lets
readers peek into the journal Lindy kept while she was getting to
know—and love—her beast. Bewitching: Kendra shares her other
schemes that have gone wrong . . . no matter how hard she tries! These
tweaked fairy tales take readers all through history and all over the
world. Mirrored: In this retelling of Snow White, beautiful Celine must
take refuge with her friend Goose and his family since her wicked
stepmother, Violet, is on a mission to be the fairest of all and won't let
anything—including Celine—get in her way.
The House You Pass On the Way
- Jacqueline Woodson 2010-11-11
A lyrical coming-of-age story from a three-time Newbery Honor winning
author Thirteen-year-old Staggerlee used to be called Evangeline, but
she took on a fiercer name. She's always been different--set apart by the
tragic deaths of her grandparents in an anti-civil rights bombing, by her
parents' interracial marriage, and by her family's retreat from the world.
This summer she has a new reason to feel set apart--her confused
longing for her friend Hazel. When cousin Trout comes to stay, she gives
Staggerlee a first glimpse of her possible future selves and the world
beyond childhood.
Fade to Black - Alex Flinn 2012-03-13
Three perspectives -- one truth The victim: After his windshield was
shattered with a baseball bat, HIV-positive Alex Crusan ducked under the
steering wheel. But he knows what he saw. Now he must decide what he
wants to tell. The witness: Daria Bickell never lies. So if she told the
police she saw Clinton Cole do it, she must have. But did she really? The
suspect: Clinton was seen in the vicinity of the crime that morning. And
sure, he has problems with Alex. But he'd never do something like this.
Would he?
Staying Fat for Sarah Byrnes - Chris Crutcher 2009-09-22
Called a “masterpiece” in a starred review from School Library Journal,
award-winning author Chris Crutcher’s acclaimed Staying Fat for Sarah
Byrnes is an enduring classic. This bestselling novel is about love,
loyalty, and friendship in the face of adversity. “Superb plotting,
extraordinary characters, and cracking narrative make this novel
unforgettable.”—Publishers Weekly Sarah Byrnes and Eric Calhoune
have been friends for years. When they were children, his weight and her
scars made them both outcasts. Now Sarah Byrnes—the smartest,
toughest person Eric has ever known—sits silent in a hospital. Eric must
uncover the terrible secret she’s hiding before its dark current pulls
them both under. Will appeal to fans of Marieke Nijkamp, Andrew Smith,
and John Corey Whaley. “Once again, Chris Crutcher plunges his readers
into life's tough issues within a compelling story filled with human
compassion . . . with his characteristic intelligence, humor, and
empathy."—ALAN Review An American Library Association Best Book for
Young Adults
Coffeehouse Angel- Suzanne Selfors 2010-08-10
Katrina works in her grandmother's coffee shop in a small town in
Washington State, which isn't exactly the coolest job, given that it's an
old-world Scandinavian coffee shop rather than the ultra hip Java Hut
next door. One morning, when she gives a free cup of coffee and muffin
to a homeless guy sleeping out behind the shop, this random act of
kindness turns her life upside down. She soon learns that the homeless
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guy is actually a teenage guardian angel intent on returning the favor.
Fame and fortune seem like the obvious requests, but after two botched
wishes, Malcolm knows Katrina is hiding something from him. But how
can she tell him the truth, when her heart's desire has become Malcolm
himself?
A Kiss in Time
- Alex Flinn 2009-04-28
Talia fell under a spell . . . . Jack broke the curse. I was told to beware
the accursed spindle, but it was so enchanting, so hypnotic. . . . I was
looking for a little adventure the day I ditched my tour group. But finding
a comatose town, with a hot-looking chick asleep in it, was so not what I
had in mind. I awakened in the same place but in another time—to a
stranger's soft kiss. I couldn't help kissing her. Sometimes you just have
to kiss someone. I didn't know this would happen. Now I am in dire
trouble because my father, the king, says I have brought ruin upon our
country. I have no choice but to run away with this commoner! Now I'm
stuck with a bratty princess and a trunk full of her jewels. . . . The good
news: My parents will freak! Think you have dating issues? Try locking
lips with a snoozing stunner who turns out to be 316 years old. Can a
kiss transcend all—even time?
Cloaked - Alex Flinn 2011-02-01
I'm not your average hero. I actually wasn't your average anything. Just a
poor guy working an after-school job at a South Beach shoe repair shop
to help his mom make ends meet. But a little magic changed it all. It all
started with a curse. And a frognapping. And one hot-looking princess,
who asked me to lead a rescue mission. There wasn't a fairy godmother
or any of that. And even though I fell in love along the way, what
happened to me is unlike any fairy tale I've ever heard. Before I knew it, I
was spying with a flock of enchanted swans, talking (yes, talking!) to a
fox named Todd, and nearly trampled by giants in the Everglades. Don't
believe me? I didn't believe it either. But you'll see. Because I knew it all
was true, the second I got cloaked.
Girls of July
- Alex Flinn 2019-06-04
Perfect for fans of The Sisterhood of the Traveling Pants and To All the
Boys I've Loved Before, this compelling contemporary novel is from Alex
Flinn, the #1 New York Times bestselling author of Beastly. "Infectiously
lovely" --Entertainment Weekly, 15 Biggest (and Best) YA Books of the
Summer "Reminiscent of The Breakfast Club" --Publishers Weekly "A
satisfying slice-of-life story that honors friendship and self-love." -Booklist "This story will resonate with teens ... Flinn tackles tough
subjects that elevate this beach read." --School Library Journal Four
girls. One unforgettable July. Britta is the bubbly drama queen. She
needs to get away—and a peaceful cabin in the woods sounds like the
perfect escape. Meredith is the overachiever. She’s spent her entire life
preparing for college, but at what cost? Now she’s wondering if that’s all
there is. Kate is the reluctant socialite. She’s searching for a reason to
begin again after fleeing her small Georgia town—and a shameful family
secret. Spider is the quiet intellectual. She’s struggling with pain that
has isolated her from her peers for much of her life. When these four
very different young women stay together for a month in the mountains,
they discover that sometimes getting away from it all can only bring you
back to who you really are.
Beastly - Alex Flinn 2009-12-29
A beast. Not quite wolf or bear, gorilla or dog but a horrible new
creature who walks upright—a creature with fangs and claws and hair
springing from every pore. I am a monster. You think I'm talking fairy
tales? No way. The place is New York City. The time is now. It's no
deformity, no disease. And I'll stay this way forever—ruined—unless I can
break the spell. Yes, the spell, the one the witch in my English class cast
on me. Why did she turn me into a beast who hides by day and prowls by
night? I'll tell you. I'll tell you how I used to be Kyle Kingsbury, the guy
you wished you were, with money, perfect looks, and the perfect life. And
then, I'll tell you how I became perfectly . . . beastly.
Breaking Point - Alex Flinn 2012-03-13
How far would you go to fit in? Paul is new to Gate, a school whose rich
students make life miserable for anyone not like them. And Paul is
definitely not like them. Then, something incredible happens. Charlie
Good, a star student and athlete, invites Paul to join his elite inner circle.
All Charlie wants is a few things in return—small things that Paul does
willingly. Until one day Charlie wants something big—really big. Now
Paul has to decide how far he'll go to be one of the gang. The electrifying
follow-up to Alex Flinn's critically acclaimed debut novel, Breathing
Underwater, Breaking Point is a tale of school violence that explores why
and how a good kid can go 'bad'.
Bewitching- Alex Flinn 2012-02-14
Bewitching can be a beast. . . . Once, I put a curse on a beastly and

arrogant high school boy. That one turned out all right. Others didn’t. I
go to a new school now—one where no one knows that I should have
graduated long ago. I’m not still here because I’m stupid; I just don’t age.
You see, I’m immortal. And I pretty much know everything after
hundreds of years—except for when to take my powers and butt out. I
want to help, but things just go awry in ways I could never predict. Like
when I tried to free some children from a gingerbread house and ended
up being hanged. After I came back from the dead (immortal,
remember?), I tried to play matchmaker for a French prince and ended
up banished from France forever. And that little mermaid I found in the
Titanic lifeboat? I don’t even want to think about it. Now a girl named
Emma needs me. I probably shouldn’t get involved, but her gorgeous
stepsister is conniving to the core. I think I have just the thing to fix that
girl—and it isn’t an enchanted pumpkin. Although you never know what
will happen when I start . . . bewitching.
The Secret Side of Empty - Maria E. Andreu 2014-03-11
As a straight-A student with a budding romance and loyal best friend,
M.T.'s life seems as apple-pie American as her blondish hair and pale
skin. But M.T. hides two facts to the contrary: her full name of Monserrat
Thalia and her status as an undocumented immigrant. With senior year
of high school kicking into full swing, M.T. sees her hopes for a "normal"
future unraveling. And it will take discovering a sense of trust in herself
and others for M.T. to stake a claim in the life that she wants. Author
Maria E. Andreu draws from her personal experience to tell a story that
is timely, relevant, and universally poignant.
Destabilizing the Hollywood Musical - K. Kessler 2010-10-13
A critical survey of Hollywood film musicals from the 1960s to the
present. This book examines how, in the post-studio system era, cultural,
industrial and stylistic circumstances transformed this once happy-golucky genre into one both fluid and cynical enough to embrace the likes
of Rocky Horror and pave the way for Cannibal! and Moulin Rouge!.
Mirrored - Alex Flinn 2015-09-15
In #1 New York Times bestselling author Alex Flinn's modern and
mysterious retelling of Snow White, beauty is in the eye of the beholder
and true love doesn't necessarily mean Prince Charming. Celine's life is
the stuff fairy tales are made of. She's beautiful, talented, and brave.
Unfortunately, her tale comes complete with a wicked stepmother! When
Violet steps into Celine's life, everything changes and weird things begin
to happen to her—bizarre accidents, strange illnesses, and rabid animal
attacks. Celine doesn't feel safe anywhere. It's almost as if some hateful
witch is out to get her. And there is. Violet has been waiting all her life to
have Celine's father to herself. Getting rid of his gorgeous daughter is
child's play for a witch as powerful as she is. Happy-ever-after isn't
enough for Violet. She wants to be the fairest of them all, and Celine is in
the way . . . but not for long. Forced to take refuge with her friend Goose
and his family, Celine gives up everything she loves and goes deep
undercover. But will it be enough to fool Violet, or will Celine's fate be
decided by a reflection in a magic mirror? And where do you find Prince
Charming in Miami anyway? Mirrored is a modern retelling of Snow
White—told from the points of view of Violet, Celine, and Goose—with all
the magic and mystery readers will love.
Rats Saw God - Rob Thomas 2013-03-05
Having failed English, eighteen-year-old Steve York must generate a
paper to get credit and chooses to write about his years in high school,
during which he experienced his first love and struggled with family
relationships.
Sweet, Hereafter - Angela Johnson 2010-01-05
After Heaven and The First Part Last, three-time Coretta Scott King
Award-winning author Angela Johnson concludes her acclaimed trilogy
with a poignant tale of finding where you belong and who you belong
with. Shoogy left home with all her jeans still in the washer because she
couldn’t think of a reason to stay. She’s not sure where she belongs, until
she meets Curtis. Curtis knows for certain where he does not want to be
and that’s to be back in the army. He is happy to be in Ohio, where it is
quiet and he can spend time with Shoogy. But when Curtis gets orders to
return to Iraq, will belonging with each other be enough to keep Shoogy
and Curtis together? Angela Johnson takes us back to Heaven, Ohio in
this bittersweet tale of first love found and lost.
Nothing to Lose - Alex Flinn 2012-03-13
I shouldn't have come back to Miami . . . I've been escaping cops' notice
for a year now. I'm no longer Michael Daye, high school athlete with a
promising future. Now I look like someone whit no future. When Michael
saw a chance to leave town with a traveling carnival a year ago, he took
it. Back then, his home life was spinning violently out of control. The
carnival, with its "no questions asked" policy, seemed like a welcome
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escape. But now Michael's job has brought him back to Miami, where his
mother is on trial for murder, making him wonder how much longer he
can hide from his past . . . and his future.
Ship Breaker - Paolo Bacigalupi 2010-05-01
This thrilling bestseller and National Book Award Finalist is a gritty,
high-stakes adventure of a teenage boy faced with conflicting loyalties,
set in a dark future America devastated by the forces of climate change.
In America's flooded Gulf Coast region, oil is scarce, but loyalty is
scarcer. Grounded oil tankers are being broken down for parts by crews
of young people. Nailer, a teenage boy, works the light crew, scavenging
for copper wiring just to make quota--and hopefully live to see another
day. But when, by luck or by chance, he discovers an exquisite clipper
ship beached during a recent hurricane, Nailer faces the most important
decision of his life: Strip the ship for all it's worth or rescue its lone
survivor, a beautiful and wealthy girl who could lead him to a better
life.... In this powerful novel, Hugo and Nebula Award winning author
Paolo Bacigalupi delivers a fast-paced adventure set in the vivid and raw,
uncertain future of his companion novels The Drowned Cities and Tool of
War. "Suzanne Collins may have put dystopian literature on the YA map
with The Hunger Games...but Bacigalupi is one of the genre's masters,
employing inventively terrifying details in equally imaginative story
lines." --Los Angeles Times A New York Times Bestseller A Michael L.
Printz Award Winner A National Book Award Finalist A VOYA 2010 Top
Shelf Fiction for Middle School Readers Book A Rolling Stone 40 Best YA
Novels Book
Twelve Years a Slave - Solomon Northup 2021-01-01
"Having been born a freeman, and for more than thirty years enjoyed the
blessings of liberty in a free State—and having at the end of that time
been kidnapped and sold into Slavery, where I remained, until happily
rescued in the month of January, 1853, after a bondage of twelve
years—it has been suggested that an account of my life and fortunes
would not be uninteresting to the public." -an excerpt
The Hunting Ground- Will Shindler 2022-02-03
THE THIRD NOVEL FROM THE AUTHOR OF THE BURNING MEN AND
THE KILLING CHOICE, FEATURING DI ALEX FIN AND DCI MATTIE
PAULSEN Sadie Nicholls has been found dead, brutally and strangely
murdered, in her South East London flat. Her little boy is missing. DI
Alex Finn and DC Mattie Paulsen know that, in the case of a missing
child, it's the first 24 hours that count. They don't have many left to find
out where Sadie's son might be and the identity of her killer. Why would
anyone want a struggling single mother, loved by many, dead? But when
they realise a similar crime was committed at the same house nearly 20
years ago, a question is on everyone's lips: is this more than just a
coincidence? This is third in Will Shindler's Finn and Paulsen series - a
British detective series that ranks with Mark Billingham, M.J. Arlidge and
Stuart MacBride. PRAISE FOR THE DI ALEX FINN AND DC MATTIE
PAULSEN SERIES 'Arresting ... an unusual novel with a rising sense of
menace' The Sunday Times 'Warm and dealing with recognisable
emotions, this is the best kind of police procedural' Literary Review 'An
outstanding page-turner' Robin Morgan-Bentley, author of The Wreckage
'A gripping debut with well-rounded characters and an intriguing plot.
You won't want it to end' Heat 'The explosive opening hooked me straight
in . . . With a cast of credible characters, a twisting plotline and some
ingenious twists, the book develops at a cracking pace' Lesley
Sanderson, author of The Orchid Girls
Baby Help - Marilyn Reynolds 2014-08-15
Because her partner continues to abuse her, seventeen-year-old Melissa
takes their young child and goes to a shelter for battered women where
she begins the healing process.
The Carnival at Bray - Jessie Foley 2014-10-01
It's 1993, and Generation X pulses to the beat of Kurt Cobain and the
grunge movement. Sixteen-year-old Maggie Lynch is uprooted from bigcity Chicago to a windswept town on the Irish Sea. Surviving on care

packages of Spin magazine and Twizzlers from her rocker uncle Kevin,
she wonders if she'll ever find her place in this new world. When first
love and sudden death simultaneously strike, a naive but determined
Maggie embarks on a forbidden pilgrimage that will take her to a seedy
part of Dublin and on to a life- altering night in Rome to fulfill a dying
wish. Through it all, Maggie discovers an untapped inner strength to do
the most difficult but rewarding thing of all, live. The Carnival at Bray is
an evocative ode to the Smells Like Teen Spirit Generation and a
heartfelt exploration of tragedy, first love, and the transformative power
of music. The book won the 2014 Helen Sheehan YA Book Prize.
Behind You - Jacqueline Woodson 2010-07-08
A moving story of love and loss from National Book Award winner ,
Jacqueline Woodson. Great for fans of Angie Thomas and Nic Stone. You
are so light you move with the wind and the snow. . . . And it lifts you upover a world of sadness and anger and fear. Over a world of first kisses
and hands touching and someone you're falling in love with. She's there
now. Right there. . . . Miah and Ellie were in love. Even though Miah was
black and Ellie was white, they made sense together. Then Miah was
killed. This was the ending. And it was the beginning of grief for the
many people who loved Miah. Now his mother has stopped trying, his
friends are lost and Ellie doesn't know how to move on. And there is
Miah, watching all of this--unable to let go. How do we go on after losing
someone we love? This is the question the living and the dead are asking.
With the help of each other, the living will come together. Miah will sit
beside them. They will feel Miah in the wind, see him in the light, hear
him in their music. And Miah will watch over them, until he is sure each
of those he loved is all right. This beautiful sequel to Jacqueline
Woodson's If You Come Softly explores the experiences of those left
behind after tragedy. It is a novel in which through hope, understanding
and love, healing begins.
Three Beastly Kendra Chronicles
- Alex Flinn 2014-10-28
A hapless witch, a bad boy turned beast, and his true love (or is she?)
take to a Manhattan high school in Alex Flinn's New York Times #1
bestselling series. These three modernized fairy tales appear in one
collection for the first time. Beastly: Kyle was the cutest guy at
school—and the most heartless. Kendra's spell turned him into a beast,
but can Lindy's love turn him back into a boy? After winning a VOYA
Editor's Choice award and spending over 22 weeks on the New York
Times bestseller list, Beastly became a major feature film starring
Vanessa Hudgens, Alex Pettyfer, Mary Kate Olsen, and Neil Patrick
Harris. Beastly: Lindy's Diary: This novella lets readers peek into the
journal Lindy kept while she was getting to know—and love—her beast.
Bewitching: Kendra shares her other schemes that have gone wrong . . .
no matter how hard she tries! These tweaked fairy tales take readers all
through history and all over the world.
Warning MiracleBreathing Underwater- Alex Flinn 2012-03-13
Don’t miss this timely contemporary young adult novel from Alex Flinn,
the #1 New York Times bestselling author of Beastly, about a teenage
boy’s struggle to break free from the cycle of abuse. “Gripping.”
—Publishers Weekly Intelligent, popular, handsome, and wealthy,
sixteen-year-old Nick Andreas is pretty much perfect—on the outside, at
least. What no one knows—not even his best friend—is the terror and
anger that Nick faces every time he is alone with his father. Then he and
Caitlin fall in love, and Nick thinks his problems are over. Caitlin is the
one person he can confide in, the only person who understands him. But
when Nick’s anger and jealousy overtake him, things begin to spiral out
of control and Nick realizes that he’s more his father’s son than he wants
to be. Now Nick must confront his inner demons to stop the history of
violence from repeating itself. Winner of the Black-Eyed Susan Award An
ALA Top 10 Best Book for Young Adults An International Reading
Association Young Adult Choices List Pick A New York Public Library
Book for the Teen Age Pick
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